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1. Origins of the dynamic load 

Requirements for aircraft design specify flying conditions for designing 
each part of the aircraft (wing, fuselage etc.). Earlier, and even now, the so 
specified service loads were applied to an aircraft assumed rigid: and, if the 
active forces were not in equilibrium, the balance was restored by inertia 
forces. This means that the load was considered to be static (or better pseudo
static, in yiew of the inertia forces). 

An aircraft, however, is an elastic structure. If rapidly applied external 
forces are acting on such a structure, the mass particles of the structure will 
get into yibration, in addition to the translation and rotation, i.e. rigid body 
motions of the structure. The inertia forces from this vibration will result in 
dynamic load, the magnitude of which will depend upon the relation of the 
vibration characteristics of the structure (eigenfrequencies, mode shapes) and 
the time history of the cxternal forces. 

W-ith aircraft wings, particularly in earlier times, it 'was unnecessary to 
take into consideration the dynamic load, owing to its small value. W-hen, 
howeyer, the safety factor 'was reduced gradually from the original value of 
2 to 1.8 and then to 1.5 (accompanied by a relative decrease of the aircraft 
rigidity), and, at the same time. more and more slender wings were applied, 
for instance, on transport aircrafts, to increase the range, the importance of 
dynamic load has grown markedly. 

The impact on the ground in landing and the gust in flight produce an 
extremely rapidly (within a few tenths of the second) increasing impulse load 
of considerable dynamic effect, whereas manoeUvTe flight, for instance, can be 
taken as a slow process, producing only "static" load. 

The slender wing of the big transport aircrafts, ,vith rear-mounted engines 
(at the end of the fuselage) receiving its ultimate load mainly from the gust 
should be examined by all means for dynamic load from the gust; while the 
multi-engined, slender-winged bomber or transport aircrafts, as well as the 
fighter type aircrafts with wingtip tank, or tandem landing gear (attached to 
the fuselage) ,,,ill meet danger first of all in the dynamic load from landing. 
With sailplanes both types of load are considerable because of their much 
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greater wing aspect ratio - compared to other aircrafts - and their landing 
wheel attached to the fuselage. 

The following investigation of d·ynamic wing loads will be restricted to 
straight (other than swept back) wings; and only the flexural vibration of the 
wing ·will be considered, taken as a linear vibration. The wing being flexible, it 
forms a dynamic system of infinite number of degrees of freedom; its general 
flexural vibration can be produced from the superposition of the individual 
eigenvibrations. In each eigenvibration the wing can be considered as a system 
with one degree of freedom; therefore, as an introduction, the dynamic load 
on a system with one degree of freedom will be shortly summarized. 

Fig. 1. Dynamic load on a one degree of freedom system 

The displacement of mass NI of a system with one degree of freedom, 
(Fig. 1) due to force P(t) = PmaxF(t) at time t with initial conditions: x(O) = 0 
and x(O) = 0, ,dll be given by the known formula [1]: 

t 

X = Pmax fF(T) sin IX (t - T) dT. 
MIX 

o 

For a "static" load P maxF(t), the displacement (for the same t value) 
would be: 

Xst = cPmax F(t). 

The inertia force producing the dynamic load can be expressed as: 

D(t) = = Pmax ~(t), 
c 

where 
t 

~(t) = IX J F(T) sinlX(t - T) dT - F(t) . (1) 
o 

Spring design requires the highest value of the overall load: T(t)= 
= pet) + D(t). 
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As to the aircraft wing, its general flexural vibration is given, as mentioned~ 
by the superposition of the eigenvibrations. Since the wing load is symmetrical 
as a rule, only the symmetrical eigenvibrations must be taken into consider
ation. 

The amplitude change of the ith eigenvibration along the wing span 
can be written as: 

where 'l7i(Z) is the mode shape normalized for unit amplitude of the wing section 
in the symmetry plane, the so-called root section, while Hi is the factor expressing 
the real displacement of the root section. 

-~~ ; !1,Om+~ 
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z 

Fig. 2. Normalized mode shape of the first eigenvibration 

Owing to the equilibrium of the inertia forces during the vibration of 
the wing, the aircraft represents a free system, i.e. its centre of gravity remains 
fixed in space, so that: 

+S/2 s/2 S m(z) Yi(Z) dz = 0 = J m(z) rJi(Z) dz (i = 1, 2, 3 ... ) , 
-s~ 0 

(2) 

where m(z) is the specific mass (referred to unit length) along the wing span 
Fig. 2 shows the normalized mode shape of the first eigenvibration. 
The transient stresses of the wing caused by the impact force are examined 

by the method of WILLIAlIIS [2]. According to this method the stresses on the 
rigid wing are calculated segregately and to these, the d'ynamic stresses arising 
from the vibrations will be added. The quickly convergent method of WILLIAl\iS 

gives a better result than most of the other methods do, if, as in the present 
case, the investigation can be restricted to some of the lowest eigenvibrations 
[3,4]. 

The time dependent distributed load on the rigid wing can be written 
in the form: 

p(z, t) = p(z) F(t), 

since generally (and always in landing) it varies with time in the same way 
along the span of the wing, i.e. it is independent of the motion of the wing 
sections. 
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p(z) is the maXImum distributed load from the pseudo-static force 
system, which can be written as 

(_) _ dPmax _ 

p", - dz 111 m(z) . 

Here Pm<lX is the maximum of the resultant impact force (thus dPmax/dz 
is the distributed impact force); NI is the mass of the aircraft (hence the second 
tcrm is the distributed mass force). Earlier, the wing was designed for 
stresses "from this system of forces and from the initial system of forces· in 
equilibrium (where the "weight of the aircraft is equal to the lift) usually in 
stationary flight (level flight or gliding flight) preceding the attack of the 
impact force. (Further on we shall not deal with this latter system of forces.) 

For investigating the dynamic load on the flexible "wing the load p(z) 
should be resoh-ed into the sum of loads distributed similarly to the inertia 
force load in the eigenvibrations of the wing, since eigenvibrations can only be 
excited by loads similar in distribution to the inertia force distribution of the 
examined eigenvibration. Thus 

co 

p(z) = ~ qi(Z) , 
i=l 

where 

Xi is the circular frequency of the ith eigenvibration. Comparing the 
two above expressions of p(z): 

dPmax Pmax () (co? ( --- - --m z = m z) ..... xT'fJi z)Hi . 
dz M 1:"1 

(3) 

For determining Hi let Eq. (3) be multiplied by 17i(Z), and integrated 
along the wing span. Then, with regard to the principle of motion of mass
center and the orthogonality of eigenvibrations, the following relation holds: 

+~ +~ r dP~ax 'fJ;(z) dz = ~x7 Hi f m (z)'fJT(z)dz , 
,. d~ , 

_os':! -s/2 
hence: 

-;.s/2 

f d::ax 
17;(z) dz 

(4) 
m (z) 1j7(Z) dz 
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The ith eigenyibration is excited by the component qi(Z) only: the distributed 
dynamic load, by analogy to the system with one degree of freedom, 'will be: 

where 

dD F(t) = q/z) ~i(t) , 
dz 

t 
~i(t) = 7.i \ F(T) sin 7.i(t - T) dT - F(t). 

'0 

(5) 

The resultant time dependent distributed load on the flexible wing will be: 

co 

p RC:::, t) = p(z) F(t) + .:E qi(Z) ~i (t) = 
i=l (6) 

= --'- - -_.- m z) F(t) + m z :> 7.i 1Ji z) Hi <;i t) 
[ 

dPrr.ax Pmax (], () ~, 0 ( t ( 

dz NI ~l 

(superposed the initial equilibrium system of forces). 
For a load analysis - according to (6) - the vibration data (eigenfre

quencies, mode shapes), i.e. the actual construction of the wing must be 
known. This means that the calculation can be made only for the completely 
designed "wing. This really used to be the case, the wing designed and con
structed for static loads was subsequently examined for dynamic loads and, 
carrying out the emerging structural modifications, the calculation was re
peated, sometimes in several stages. 

2. Vibration characteristics of the "standard" wing 

The resulting considerable computation work can much be reduced, keep
ing in mind that mass and second moment of area distrihution of the aircraft 
wings (without major concentrated masses, e.g. engines) show a certain regular
ity. It can he assumed at a fair approximation that the specific mass is pro
portional to the square of the cord ratio, "while the second 1110ment of area to 
its fourth power (taking cy = const., the8e 8upposition8 are rather ohvious). 
For the most frequent trapezoid wing with taper ratio hJho : it can be written 
(Fig, 3a): 

h = hu [1 

m = mo ( :0 r = mo [1 - (1 - ~):iF 

J =Jo (-~14 =Jo [1- (1- :):z]-l 
ho 

3 Periodica Polytechnica )1 13/3 

\ (7) 
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"where ho, mo and J o are the data of the root section, and z = 2z/s. 
In practice, the following procedure can be applied. Once and for all we 

determine the first two or three lowest eigenfrequencies and the pertaining 
normalized mode shapes of the standard wing (Fig. 3b), in a symmetrical free 
vibration for some practical values of taper ratio ~ and mass ratio cp (see Fig. 
4b). Then in a given case the root section of the wing is designed for both the 
shear force and flexural moment due to static load. The sheet thickness is 
governed by the value of the similarly known torque acting in the root section. 

mo _ r-Ja m 
hv ma=lL:;. 

I J J ha -
~ 

,,' in 
..c: ..c:: J 

-
CE) 

z 1- z i 
@ 5/2 

j. ---1 

Jo = " £=f 

Fig. 3. Characteristics of the wing and "standard wing" 

Thus the mo and J o values* of the wing are obtained. Now, if the wing is 
considered to have standard "\\'ing characteristics, its eigenfrequencies and mode 
shapes can be determined from the known data of the standard wing by 
interpolation and simple calculation. Hereafter, the dynamic load can be 
estimated, from which the maximum values of both the "dynamic" root 
bending moment and the shear force varying with time can he obtained. The 
root section will then he redesigned for the maximum stress obtained as above, 
leading to the values m l and J l • The procedure converges rapidly and after 
one or two steps the final maximum distributed load of the wing sections is 
arrived at, for which the detailed structural design of the wing "will be made. 
Finally, the ready designed wing will be put under full dynamic analysis, no"w 
with due consideration of the actual mass and second moment of area distribu
tion. The preliminary approximation excludes the necessity of further structural 
modifications (or, only to a very small extent, if any). 

The first two eigenfrequencies and normalized mode shapes of the stan
dard wing were determined, after programming for the computer, by a matrix
iteration procedure, its steps being summed up shortly in the following. 

* Since p(z) depends on m(z), the design has to be made by iteration; formulae (7) are 
quite suitable. These details of "static" design do not belong to the subject matter of the 
present paper. 
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Specific mass and second moment of area distribution of the standard 
wing are: 

m = [1 - (1 - Oz]2 1 
j = [1 '- (1 - ~)z]4 J (8) 

The half-wing can be replaced by eight concentrated masses. According 
to Fig. 4a: 

-' 

Mi = Si [1 (1 - C) z]2 dz 
Zt-l 

, m! ! I : 
I j I F i 

'-, -r-, ·-;_·Wl 
, iJ: 1- 1 

: IHi! 

(i = 1, 2, ... ,8). 

® 

Fig. 4. Replacement of the v,ing by concentrated masses 

(9) 

The influence coefficients which can be inserted in the symmetrical 
square matrix A will be calculated as follows: 

S
ll (;;; -;;) (;;;. ;;) 

- _ Ni N iIoiIJ '" -. •••• _ ') aij- dz (~<J, ~,J-l,~, ... ,8). 
[1 - (1 - C) Z]4 -

(10) 

o 

The calculation by iteration of the first symmetrical, free eigenvibration 
can be started from the following matrix equation (Fig. 5): 

Y Y - W -AM~' - ;;;2 D-(O)y - T - 1 .r - ""1 , (ll) 

where a1 is the first dimensionless circular frequency, M is the diagonal matrix 
of the masses replacing the half-wing (Fig. 4b), and D(O) is the so-called dynamic 

ly 

• f 

Fig. 5. Symbols for the calculation by iteration of the first eigenvibration 

3* 
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matrix. YT must be eliminated from Eq. (11), to render it suitable for iteration: 
this can be done according to the principle of mass-center. It can be shown that 

where 

and 

YT= 

s 
1\11 = (1 + rp) ">' Mi 

't:'i 
(i.e., the mass of the half aircraft). 

(12) 

Thus thc new matrix pquation which can be directly iterated takes the fonow
ing form: 

y = ~rD(l)y, (13) 
'where 

(14) 

The column-matrix obtained on the left-hand side will be normalized in 
every step of the iteration for the unit displacement of the mass lY18• In the 

course of the iteration steps y will converge to the mode shape of the first 
eigenvibration normalized to the same place (rr), while the normalizing 
factors will converge to l!~i, i.e. to the inverse of the dimensionless firstcircular 
frequency-square. 

For the calculation of the second eigenvibration the matrix s'weeping out 
the first eigenvihration 'will take the following shape (as, besides ensuring the 
orthogonality of the two eigenvibrations, the principle of motion of mass
centre - i.e. the orthogonality to the rigid body-translation - must also be 
satisfied) : 

0--
lV1z(rN)-I#») 1"13(17&1)-1)~») _ 1\11 ~ ( 1)~1) - 1)\}>1 

Ml(I]~)-l#») 1\111 (1)i1) - 1)<.[.» lY11(1)il)-1)~» 
S(l) = 0 1 0 0 . (15) 

0 1 
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Thus the matrix equation converging by iteration to the second free 
eigenvibration w-ill be: 

(16) 

Finally, the mode shapes 1](1) and 1](~) were transnormalized for the unit 
displacement of the root section in order to establish accordance with the 
foregoing: 

(17) 

With an aircraft wing of standard 'wing character, featured by 5/2, mo, 
J o and E, the circular frequency can be obtained (for identical: and rp values) 
in the following way: 

., 
o:~ 

I (i = 1, 2) , 

while the normalized mode shapes remain unchanged. 

(18) 

The calculations were programmed for the Computer Type MINSK "-' 
of the Research Institute of Automation of the Hungarian Academy of Sci
ences* for the taper ratio values: '=0,25; 0,35 and 0,45; and the mass ratio. 
values: rp = 1; 2 and 3. A block scheme of the programme is shown in Fig. 6; 
the results are summarized in Tables I, Il and Ill. 

When examining an aircraft, in calculating the mass ratio rp, the fuel 
stored up in the wing must also be suitably considered beside the structural 
weight of the wing (its distribution is approximately proportional to the square 
of the cord ratio, as the wings nowadays are filled with fuel almost throughout 
their length); -while the structural weight of the fuselage must be increased by 
the weight of the crew, payload (passengers, luggage etc.), the empennage sur
face and the weight of the rear-mounted engines, if any. 

3. The dynamic load arising from landing 

If an aircraft strikes the ground by its two main undercarriages at a 
certain vertical velocity, an impact force affects the undercarriages, and its 
changes with time can be estimated from the resilient characteristics of the 
undercarriage [5], while it can be considered as independent from the elastic 
properties of the aircraft itself [6]. These calculations are not dealt with here, 

* The programme was made by Mr. J. Gedeon, Mech. Engineer, scientific collaborator 
of the Department for Aeronautics, to whom I here express my sincere gratitude. Acknowl
edgements are due to the Research Institute of Automation, where the programme was run. 
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no 

no 

{ J column matrix 
[j square matrix 

Fig. 6. Block diagram of the programme for calculating 
normalized mode shapes and eigenfrequencies 



Table I 

Matrix of the influcnce coefficients. NOl'lnalizcd modc slwpcR and cigcnfrcqucncics. Tuper ratio: l; = 0.25 

rO.00009 O.(){)035 0.00061 0.00037 0.00113 0.00139 0.00165 0.00191 
i '"Cl 

0.0003:; 0.00256 0.00525 0.00795 0.01065 0.01334 0'(11604 O.OIH73 f;l 
t-< 

0.00061 0.00525 O.OU29 0.02207· O.030B6 0.03964 O.(Ji1.B4 .. 1 0.05721 t:: 
:::; 

{J.()OOB7 0.00795 0.02207 O.O/J.l55 0.06225 O.OB295 0.10366 0.124·36 ;;:: 

A 0= I 0.00113 0.01065 O.030B6 0.06225 0.10262 O.H5l4. O.1B767 0.23020 ~ 
0.00139 O.OI33/j. 0.03964 O.OB295 O.H5ltJ. 0.22362 {U0625 O.3BBBB ~ 

fIl 

0.00165 0.01604 O.(Jtl.B/l.3 0.10366 O.1B767 0.30625 O,tl.:'771 O.61B26 :;:; 
, ~ 

O.01B73 0.05721 0.12436 0.23020 O.3BBBB O.61B26 O.92516~ ~ 
"l ... 

Zi 0 I 1/16 3/16 I 5/16 7/16 9/16 11/16 13/16 15/16 _ ~ 
•• .-- .• _- ••. -.------- -----.• - •• --•• -. • •. -- ---.--- Cl( !:o 

Mi 0.11365 0.09241 0.07336 0.05652 0.()tj.l!l7 0.02942 0.01917 0.01111 ~ ._ .... _ ... - ' ... _.- --_ .. -. . -- .. _. __ ._-_. _ ... __ ... _.- .., 
(P =c 1.0 17P)1 1.00000 0.96544. O.662:~9 --0.0154·9 --1.l1.!l3;) -·-2.BI304 -5.06tJ.B9 --7.B99113 -11.1B112 6.:\6B37 .:; 

Jl'h/2 = OA3750 97/2)1 1.00000 O.B6913 -0.17537 -2.05061 -./j..12233 --5.19B56 -·:1.59055 2.3tl·B76 12.750110 19.7939 ~ 
.. ___ ._ .... _._. ___ .. _ .... _ .... ____ . ____ .. _.____ __ _ __ ._. ____ ... _ .. __ ._ .. __ fIt 

rp= 2.0 17/1)1 1.00000 0.94·643 O,tJ,B123 -0.5/1.827 --2.25196 -4.734.]3 --II.06Hl -12.23957 -17.05()tl.2i 6.16276 

MT/2 = 0.B7500 1/i(2) 1 1.00000 O.B03tJ.1 -O.B9B73 -3.B55,j.!l -·-7.01529 -BAM·B3 --5.56166 4·.217tJ.O 21.002B:l 19.2931 

rp:: 3.0 17/1)1 1.00000 0.9275/1 0.300119· -l.ii7im -=i3535B --6.65418 -11.0719() -=i6~5B677 -22.93t1,U-ST6JJ6623 

MT!2 = 1..'H250 1)/2)1 I 1.00()OO O.725B21-1.62004 -5.65415 1-9.90052 -11.72580 I ·-7.53196 I 6.0B503 29.25B51 I 19.0773 

~ 



Table II 

Matrix of the influence cocfficicnts. NOl"lJwlilwtl llH)(le HlwpCH and cigcnfrc(luclIcics. Taper ratio: (= 0.:15 

,0.00008 

10.00(3/), 

0.00060 

0.00036 

A = IO.OO1l2 

0.OOl33 

0.00163 

UJ.OOI89 

z/ 0 
. ~-------- _ .. 

M~ 
--10-- (1)1 

-----
rp = . 171 1.00000 

111,[/2 = 0.409083 1//")1 1.00000 
---20------ --.~ -----

(P C~ • 1/i 1.00000 

Md2 c~ O.9B167 17P)1 LOOOOO 

rp~' ;U) '1//1)! 1.00000 

111:],/2 -~ lA725 liP)! 1.00000 

0.0003/1. 

0.00250 

0.00512 

O.007H 

0.01036 

0.01297 

0.01559 

O.OIB21 

I 1/16 
- ------

0.11512 
.------. 

0.96732 

O.B6071 
.. _-_ ... __ ... 

0.919/1.6 

0.76902 

O.9:n70 

().76H5:\ 

0.00060 O.OOOB6 O.OO1l2 

0.00512 ()'007H 0.0]0:16 

0.01277 0.0210B 0.029:19 

O'()2108 (1.03901 O.0579/!. 

0.029:19 O.0579/!. O.09:l52 

O.O:J770 O.076B7 O.U06B 

(U)t\.601 O.095BO O.1678tJ. 

O.05/J.:l2 O.lH,n 0.20500 

3/16 I 5 
I -_._------, ----

/16 

07911 

7/16 

O.0610B O.09M61 0 

O.6B650 0 

- 0.2:1936 1- 2 

-0-.51B98 !- 0 

-1.01819 : -;1 

O.:l5227 : 0 

--1.B0637 5 

07532-0.9115B 

11216--,J,.03(l!J,3 
.--~ ---.-
107B3 I.B92H2 

9BB/J,O 6.92693 

HB9B:1 1--2.87210 

90282 -9.8926B 

O.OOI:lB 0.00163 O.OOlH9-1 

0.01297 (l.O1559 O.OlB21 I 
0.0:1770 O.(Jt160 1 O.O5/!.:l2 

I 

0.07687 O.095BO 0.1117:1 

0.13068 O.167B/J. 0.20500 

0.195B:\ O.26:Hi2 O.:l:IllH 

0.26362 O.37B90 OA9896 I 
O.3:lHl OA,9B96 0.70312-1 

9/16 11/16 13/16 15/16 
-----

0.050;17 O.O:18 'll 0.02790 O.019H 
---- --------.~---. -.-.-.. ~ 

--2.30839 ··-1,.117 53 6.28970 -8.69717 

--/J..B50/J.9 -- ;\. 2 1J,5 36 ] .6B551 9.405265 
----------~- -----

-;\.97717 - -6.()S9 )')' -9.861B --I:lA0573 

7.99576 ;'.116 51 ;\.077BB 15.76()tl.B 
. --.. ----~. ... _--

--5.61180 9.2()2 70 J:lA,tJ,397 -lB.125]O 

--11.22/J.51 -7.0/J.3 J.I /L50:101 22.21,330 

~ 

f'1 
::.;, 

~' 

ex 

._------.-

5.B259B 

20.3:l/J,l 

5.60868 

19.7711 
--------.-.--

5.50B12 

19.55H 



TaMe III 

Matrix of the influence coefficicnts. Normalizcd mode shapes and cigellfrcl)ucneics. Taper ratio; C =c 0.'1.5 

0.0003't 

0.0003't O.002,J.5 

0.00060 

0.00499 

0.01228 

0.02016 

O.02801t 

0.03592 

O.04,3HO 

O.();'16B 

0.00060 0.004,99 

O.OOOS5 O.0075,t 

A ,,~ 0.00111 O.OlOOU 

0.00136 

0.00162 

i..JJ.OOI88 

I 
J\II. ------1 0 I . ---------
z/ 

0.01263 

0.01517 

0.01771 

1/16 j 

O.1l66() 

-rp = i~(-J ----~}i)1 

'MT/2 =, O.SSOB:1 1]P)1 
~I' = 2.O--·--~i(lj; 

U)()OOO! O.96B:ll 

3/16 

{).l0060 

O;701Mt 

NiT/2,= 1.10I6711?)1 

'P = :1.0 

iliT/2 = 1.65250 1//2)1 

l.OOOO{) 

1.O{){)O{) 

l.{)OOOO 

1.00000 

l.OOOO{) 

O.U6:l611- -(UHOB 

O:95l!l91" o.5-;J.iti;i 

O.77024,-·l.lS902 -.. -1-.. ····_-_· __ · 
0.93397 O.:lB,tSB 

0.67970 -2.002'17 

O.{)()OHS 

0.007;'7 

0.02016 

0.03676 

O.05t1lS 

0.07159 

O.OH901 

0.10643 

0.00111 

O.OlOOB 

O.02HO'I, 

O.05,UB 

0.OH590 

O.1l8Hl 

0.15172 

O.lB,I,6:1 

0.00136 

0.01263 

0.03592 

0.07159 

O.llHHl 

O.IHIB 

0.23131 

O.2BB't,t 

S/16 7/H; 9/16 

0.00162 

0.01517 

O.04:lBO 

O.OB90.l 

O.ISI72 

O.2:ll:l1 

0.32324 

0.'1.1792 

6 

O.OOlBBI 
O.(Jl771 

O.OS16B 

0. 10643
1 

O.lH'I,63 

O.2BlltJ.4, 

0.'1.1792 

O.567!HJ 

(l.OB577 O.0721:l 0.05967 (l.(J'I,U:II) 

J:l/16 

O.O:IH29 

15/16 

O.0293B 

O.J:l716 -O.7/J,69:1- L95509 - :1.:J.6:157 

2.9HB2 

- -5.2106,j, --7.09'1,2'), 

-2.1961;7 :1.9B71B ---,)"S9'1,97 
------·~I . __ 

--O.:H3I:l !-·1.6tJ.25:1 :1.1.1\,62:1 :;.6B5:n 

. -'1-.771B3 

1.32tl,20 7.601113 

2.'1.51,90 12.B5'Wl 

i5i 

5.'1.21,2'1, 

20.9:192 

5.191,:1:1 

20.3373 --'1,.17017 --6.929')':1! ---7.67725 
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but for the sake of an approximate investigation the time history of the impact 
force is supposed to be sinusoidal: 

pet) = Pmax . F(t) = Pmax sin ; t, (19) 

where T is the total time of the first in- and out closure of the shock strut. 
It has also been shown theoretically and experimentally [7] that in the 

problem of landing the aerodynamic damping can be disregarded, since it 
affects but slightly the maximum value of the impact force with the first 
closure. The same study concludes that it is entirely satisfactory to consider 

,} 
~} 
I 

inertial forces Pmax Pmax 
in vibration -2- --2-

Fig. 7. Dynamic load on the wing in landing 

the first three eigenvibrations for practical (design) purposes. (In this paper, 
for preliminary design, the first tv..-o eigenvibrations have been found suf
ficient.) 

In the case of landing, the numerator of H; [from (4)], obviously takes 
the form (Fig. 7): 

+s/~ 

J dPmax () d Pmax ( --" 1]; Z Z = 2 --' 1]; ZJ)' 
dz 2 

(20) 

-s/2 

l.e. it is nothing else but the (foreign) "work done by the maximum impact 
force on the mode shape normalized for the unit displacement of the root 
section. 

From this statement a significant conclusion can be drawn, hardly ever 
mentioned in the special literature. An overwhelming proportion of the dynamic 
load arises from the first eigenvibration. Now, if the undercarriage is attached 
to the wing at the nodal point of this mode shape (for 'ih(zJ) = 0), the first 
eigenvibration does not add to the dy-namic load, and thus it will be con
siderably lessened. (Roughly approximating the first mode shape by a quad
ratic parabola, and calculating the moment of inertia of the aircraft about its 
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longitudinal axis x from the mass elements of the wing only, it is easy to show 
that the radius of gyration ix will be the proper location for attaching the 
undercarriage. ) 

In each cross-section of the wing the time-dependent shear force (positive 
upward) and flexural moment (positive when the bottom surface of the wing 
is in tension) can be written, according to Eqs. (4), (5) and (6), in the foHo'wing 
form: 

5/2 

Q(z, t) = Pmax [ 
F(t) f -] M m'(z) dz + Qo(z, t) (21a) 

z 

and 
5/2 

Q(z,t) =Pmax [- ~~) f m'(z)dz+ F;t) +QD(Z,t)] if z<Zj' (21b) 

z 

where 
5/2 

'rJi(Zf) J m'(z) 'rJi(Z) dz t 

OD (Z, t) = i~~ ___ "z ______ [CCi f F(T) sin cci (t - T) dT - F(t)] 
2 m(z) 'rJI{z) dz 0 

(21c) 

or, 

[ 
F(t) j:} , -;-] 

M(z, t) = ~nax - -, - J m (z) dz dz -+ lv[ D(Z, t) 
11/[ •• 

(22a) 

5/25/2 

and 
z :: 

N[(z, t) = Pmax - -- m (z) dz dz T -- (Zj - z) [ 
F(t) J' J' , r F(t) 
11f • 2 

5/2 /2 

+ NI D(Z, t) 1 if z < Zj, 
(22b) 

where 
z ;: 

cc 17Jzj ) J J m'(z) 1}z(Z) dz dz t 

MD (z, t) = :>: 5/
2

5/2 lCC i \' F(T) sin Xi (t - T) dT - F(t)]. 
~ 5/2 . 
/=1 9. I () "() d 0 "" m z In z ::; 

o (22c) 

m'(z) is the specific mass of the wing. 
Integration within the square brackets in (21c) and (22c) according to the 

time dependence of the impact force as shown in (20), yields: 
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t t r F(r) sin 'Xi (t - r) dr = r sin ~ r sin xi (t - r) dT = 
(, 0 T 

;y • . ;;; 
- SIn 'X. t - 'X. SIn - t T I I T 

.) 

;y- .) 

T2 - 'Xl 

(23) 

Formula (23) is valid only for the interval t < T, but in practice, the 
conditions usually 'work out so that the dynamic shear force and the flexural 
moment reach their maxima within this range. 

Fig. 8. Dynamic load on an aircraft with undercarriage attached to the fuselage 

Let the above suggested method for preliminary wing design be employed 
for an aircraft, whose undercarriage is attached to the fuselage: rii(zj) = 'l}i(O) = 

= 1.0 (Fig. 8). Such are, for example, the sailphines. Assuming the ultimate 
load on the wing to be due to "dynamic" landing the following procedure can 
be applied. First, the root section is designed for the ultimate static load 
(arising e.g. from gusts or pull out), according to the Design Requirements. 
Thus the 10 and 1110 values are obtained. Knowing the natural frequencies and 
mode shapes of thc standard wing, 1110 can be substituted into (21) and (22), 
and thus the flexural moment acting in the root section of the 'wing considered 
of standard characteristics is obtained (the same procedure goes for the shear 
force; it is not dealt with here). P max written in the usual form P max = nG = 
= ngl\!I (n being the load factor in landing), we get: 

~, .. ( ) S f s. n ~ ~, .. -lr.lo t = ng - 1110 - SIn- t /. l¥.LiZi 
2 2 T t:l 

;;; • • ;y 
- SIn x? t - x.) sIn - t 
T - - T 

(24) 
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where Xl and X 2 can be calculated according to formula (19). 

Thus: 

Let us denote: 

:-r . :-r 
- SIn 7.1 t :Xl sin 
T T 

F;.(t) = -----c:------

:r . 
- SIn Xo t 7.'_" sin 

3 
......, 1'/'. ')1(2)':;. 
/ . .!UZ'/l Nl 

r:i 

2 

. :r 
SIn-t, 

T 

T - T 
F;(t) = -----,;:------ -- SIn t. 

T 

s f s .:r 
ng lA -111051n-t 

2 2 T 
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The yalues of A, Bl and B2 from the numerical data in Tahles I through HI. 
are summarized in Tahle IV. 

Table IV 

> 'f A E, B, 

0.09668 0.03286 

0.25 0.11185 0.06783 0.02130 

3.0 0.05202 0.01571 

1.0 0.11897 0.03336 

0.35 2.0 0.17343 0.07989 0.02137 

3.0 0.06112 0.01554. 

1.0 0.13191 0.03297 

0.-!-5 2.0 0.21000 0.09172 0.02084 

3.0 0.07003 0.01517 

The simplest way to ohtain the maximum of j\lo(t) in time is to plot the 
expression (25) (Fig. 9). Therefrom, the initial data of the next step in the 
iteration can easily he ohtained: 
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Mo (t)max 

lU051 

where 1'-:1"051 is the root moment from the ultimate static load. 
PM rapidly converges to its final value: p!. If the distribution of the 

flexural moment derived from the static load is multiplied by /3;.1 (that is, 
shear force distrihution multiplied by p~), the final structural design of the 
wing can be accomplished. 

It must be noted that the dynamic load is significant not only in the 
root section but also in the sections along the wingtip, while it is smaller in 

Fig. 9. Time history of the "dynamic" flexural moment of the root section 

the sections about the nodal point of the first mode shape. The factor /3~ will, 
however, have a favourable effect on the stress distribution at the wingtip as 
well, the latter being generally overdimensioned. 

The wing thus shaped must finally undergo a detailed dynamic examina
tion according to the above considerations, but in this case with due regard to 
the actual m(z) and J(z) distributions; but there is good reason to hope that, as a 
result of the approximation described above, there will be no need for a major 
structural re-shaping. 

Summary 

Earlier, the airplane wings had been designed as rigid constructions subject to 
"static" loads: acting forces and balancing inertia forces. Upon an abrupt load increase (gusts, 
landing impacts), however, the wings begin to vibrate, and arising inertia forces produce a 
dynamic overload. To reduce the involved tedious computation work in estimating the dynamic 
load in landing, notion of the "standard." wing has been introduced, for which the mass distri
bution and the second moment of area are proportional to the square and to the fourth power 
of the chord ratio, respectively. For the preliminary design of the wing a quickly converging 
method has been presented, based on the use of predetermined vibration data (eigenfrequen •. 
cies, fIexural mode shapes) of the standard wing. 
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